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to Catholics, although the teaching staff at that time
numbered few of the older religion. Later, again at
Galway, there was a departure from this principle in
one instance, to which public attention was called.
But speaking generally, there has been nothing
sectarian in the atmosphere of the National University
or any of its three colleges. , The revolution, however,
in its latest phase marked it very strongly.
The University was established just before the
constitutional movement to gain self-government
approached success. It was fully at work as a degree-
giving and teaching institution in 1912 when Mr.
Asquith's Home Rule Bill was introduced. All the
colleges had greatly increased in numbers ; but there
was as yet no tradition, no recognised type of univer-
sity life : even playing-fields had not been adequately
provided in Dublin, social clubs had not yet formed :
the students were an aggregation, not a body. They
accepted, like the whole of the older nation in Ireland,
the claim for self-government, and there was agreement
everywhere to give the Parliamentary party its chance,
and .goodwill in its chance. But the new political
school of which Arthur Griffith was' the prophet had
many adherents among the young: Sinn Fein, rather
than Parliamentarianism, was the growing creed, and
it based its claim on different grounds and had a
different outlook. Over and above this, was a section
of earnest men who maintained the Fenian creed with
its policy of complete separation, a Republican Ireland,
and a belief in physical force as the true way of salva-
tion. Mixed with them, as a source of inspiration,
was the teaching of the Gaelic League. Redmond
and his colleagues accepted from Parnell the inherit-
ance of Grattan : their aim was to restore the Parlia-
ment of the middle nation, but to extend possession
of it to the old inhabitants of the island, who were the
majority, Gaelic teaching repudiated in effect the
ideals of the middle nation and sought to get back to
a much earlier Ireland,

